Welcome!
This packet contains the sheets for the 3 free lessons in the First Step
Guitar Course.

View the full online course with videos and bonus sessions at
https://worshiptheking.com/courses/three-free-guitar-lessons/

When you complete these three lessons, I invite you to continue studying
with me in the online school
http://www.worshiptheking.com/join

God bless you on the journey.

READING CHORD CHARTS
This is the most popular form of notating chord shapes. You will be reading
many chord charts in this book. There are different ways to write the symbols
used in chord charts. Once you understand how it works, you will be able to
relate to the way different publishers use chord chart symbols.

The Basics:
The vertical lines = your guitar strings
The horizontal lines = your frets
The dots on the chart = your finger placement
The numbers under the chart = your finger numbers. (Follow these closely)
The symbols above the chart tell you what strings to play.

HOLDING THE GUITAR
Start in a chair or a stool without arm rests.
1. Hold the guitar on your right leg.
2. With your right hand, reach around the guitar and place your open
hand over the sound hole or the pickups.
3. With your left hand, reach up and grab the neck around the 3rd fret.
Thumb over the neck, other fingers under.
4. Now, slightly push the neck of the guitar out away from your body.
5. Make sure your left elbow is hanging out away from your body and
your forearm is parallel to the ground.
Important:
q

q

q

Do not push your left elbow into your side. Keep it hanging out
there.
You want a slight angle on the face of the guitar so that you can
see the strings and the frets when you look down.
The neck should have a slight angle out from your body so that
your hand and left arm are not too close to your body.

This is a picture of correct posture:

4 STEPS FOR THE CHORD HAND
Follow these 4 easy steps to position your hand for playing chords.

Open Up… Line Up… Grab… Tilt!

Open Up!
Open up your left
hand. Hold your
hand open directly
under the neck
around the 3rd fret
keeping your wrist
straight and your
forearm parallel to
the floor.

Line Up!
Line up the
underside of your
knuckles with the
bottom of the
guitar neck and
then touch the
neck with your
hand.

Grab!
Now “grab the neck” just
like a baseball bat. Your
thumb should be hanging
over the neck and your
fingers on the fret board.

Your hand is in place now to play a chord. The most important step comes
next.

Tilt!
Slightly tilt your hand
down to the floor
while keeping the
thumb and pointer
finger gripping the
neck. Let your pinky
drop towards the
floor while relaxing
your fingers.
The picture above is an exaggeration to show how you are going to tilt. Once
you understand, tilt just slightly so that your fingers will reach the frets to
make a chord.

Once you have completed the 4 steps,
you should be holding the neck between the base of the thumb and the
base of the pointer finger.
Keep a slight bend in your wrist. You should be able to make the G Chord
and any other open chord easily using this good posture.

Depending on what chord you are making, you will tilt your hand back and
forth slightly while keeping your thumb close to the top of the neck. Keep
practicing until it feels comfortable to you.
This is one of the most important lessons about your posture and technique.
Follow the steps and pictures closely until you master your form.

Keep in mind:
• You should have a slight bend in your wrist that feels comfortable.
• Your wrist should not be extremely bent.
• Your thumb can hang on the neck or rest on the back of the neck. It
depends on the chord or the scale.
• You should not feel pain in your hand or your wrist while making
chords.
• You need to build your muscles. This will take time so be patient.

HOLDING THE PICK
Step 1
You will start by holding the right hand out with your palm facing you. Lay the
guitar pick on the tip of your first finger as shown.

Step 2
Reach over with your thumb and hold the pick between your thumb and your
pointer finger. This is where the pick should generally be.

Step 3
Point the end of the pick towards the strings. Leaving your hand relaxed and
open, point the pick toward the string and rest your pinky on the face of the
guitar right below the strings on the pick guard. This is your base position
for holding the pick.

Make sure you put your pinky down on the pick guard.

Important Pick Holding Rules
1. Do not hold the pick too tight. You need to hold it firmly, but leave a
little play in the pick for strumming. You want your pick to pivot a bit
in your fingers.
2. Just a slight bit of the tip of the pick should be hanging out. You will
have most of the pick between your thumb and pointer finger.
3. You only need the tip to stick out to play the strings. You need to be
able to feel the strings with your fingers. This will take practice.
4. NO FLOPPY PICK. You only need a small tip of the pick to play with.
See picture below.

COUNTING RHYTHM
There is more to strumming than just rhythm! There are dynamics and other
elements that can make a simple strumming rhythm sound awesome. You
will learn more about that in the advanced strumming section. First, you
need to learn and understand how to count simple note values.

Counting or using syllables to learn rhythms is important!

If you can’t SAY IT…then you can’t PLAY IT!

Count the following:
Quarter
1 2 3 4

Eighth
1+ 2+ 3 + 4+

Sixteenth
1 e+a 2 e+a

3 e+a

4 e+a

STRUMMING PATTERNS
Strumming patterns are written in many different ways. You will become
familiar with the different ways as you read books and find music on the
Internet.
I have notated the strumming in this book as regular notation and slash
marks. Slash marks are found in the chord sheets and exercises to notate
the number of beats.
The direction of picking and strumming is notated with the following marks:

What direction do I strum?
When playing any strumming pattern, you will need to know which direction
to strum the patterns. Follow the key below to get a better understanding.
These are not set in stone! These are the typical directions. Depending on
the rhythm, tempo or pattern, you may change directions.

Easy Strumming Patterns
Pattern # 1

Pattern # 2

CHORD STRUMMING AND COUNTING EXERCISE
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